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synopsis:): zsow-lying states in 95Tc were studied with the

93Nb(or,2ny)95Tc reaction. dihe rneasurements of the singles

y-ray spectrum, excitation functions of y-rays, delayed

y-acay spectra, angular distributions of y-rays and y-y
coincidence spectra were carried!out by use of Ge(Li)

detectors.

     The following new levels were found on the basis of

the'results of the y-y coincidence rneasurernents; 882 keVt

                       tt..1516keV, 1550keV,2184keV and 2548keV levels. Spin and parity
                                    ttassignments for several levels 'arel, based on the results of

the excitation functions of y-rays and the angular distri-
          t ttbutions. They axe 882 keV l3/2+, 957 keV ll/2+, l215 kev
               '9/2' , 1516 keV l7/2+(l3/2)+, and l550 keV 15/2+(11/2)+.

                    xl. .     The 336 keV 7/2', 6271keV 5/2', 882 keV 13/2', 957 keV
ll/2+ states and possibly 1265 keV 9/2+ state are found Eo

be strong candidates of the members of the core-ruultiplet

which is generated by the coupling of the lgg/2 prOtOn tO

the E2 phonon of the core. These states are discussed in

term of a weak coupling model.

     The observed angu!ar distributipns of y-rays were
                    'compared with the expectations based on a simple deexcitation

model of the (ct,2ny) reaction. The multipolarities of the

336 keV and 957 keV transitions were estirnated to be Ml+E2(O.6

N 12g ) and Ml+E2(78 N 922 ), respectively, by referring to

the calculated angular distribution.
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 1. Introduction
     The ground state of 95[rc is a lgg/2 single quasiproton

state.i-3> This is the oniy positive parity singie quasi-

particle state in the major shell between Z=20 and 50t and the

spin is the highest. The low-lying states in neighboring
doubiy even nuciei 94Mo and 96Ru have vibrationai character.4-5)

Thus we can expect, in the xow excitation energy region of 95[Dc,

core multiplet states with spins 13/2+, ll/2+t 9/2+t 7/2+ and

5/2+ by thb coupling of this lgg/2 proton to the one quadrupole

 (E2) phonon state of the core. There are no other possibiiities
                                                     .for exciting the high-spin states such as 13/2+ and ll/2+ in

the low-excitation region. Therefore these high spin states

are likely to' be quite purei One may also expect in the higher

excitation region the high-spin statescausedby the coupling

of lq. ,. proton to two and three E2 phonon states of the core.

There are a few evidence for the core multiplet states generated

by the coupling of the E2-phonon and particles in the high spin
state. Low-lying 13/2+ and ll/2+ states have recently been

found in 91Nb47"48), 93Nb31-32), 93[Dc48> and ll5In49>. The

ground state of these nuclei are ali a lgg/2 proton state, and
the even core of 9iNb, 93Tc and ii5zn are not of vibrational

character. Thus the only nice evidence of core-multiplet has
been found in 93Nb.3i'-32) Recently Marumori et al.6-7) have

pointed out that the three quasi particle correlation is

important for the collective excitation in odd mass nuciei.

They have shown that the correlation is quite important for

the low spin states in a core-multiplet of spherical odd mass
nuclei.6-7) The purpose of the present work is to study these
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core multiplet states (particularly the high-spin states>.
     Recently Ejiri et al.8> have shown that the angular dis-

tributions of y-rays foilowing the (ct,xn) reaction can be

explained using a simple deexcitation model. The !nodel

includes the effect of the statistical emission of neutronst

and the statistical and the stretched emissions of y-rays

frorn the compound nuclei. An expression for the attenuation

coefficients for the (a,xn) reaction on the doubly-even
nucleus has been givene) We can expect that the sarne 'si'mple

model is also useful for the (ct,xn) reaction on the odd nucleus

which has finite spin value. It is also the purpose to compare

the observed angular distributions with the expectations based

on the simple deexcitation model of the (or,xn) reaction.
                                      95                                        Tc has been studied     Previous!y the level structure of
from the radioactive decay of 95Ru?pt10) and from (p,n)}1-l2)

<d,n)}-2) (3He,d);) (p,y)i3) and very recentiy (p,ny)i4)

reactions. Some low spin leve•lswere studied by these reac-

tions. There is no inforrnation so far about high spin states
                     l5)such as 13/2 and ll/2.                          In the present work we used the
93Nb(ct,2ny)95Tc reaction, since the <ct,xny) reaction pre'

ferentially populates high-spm states. The core multiplet

sYates were well studied by investigating the y-rays foilow-

ing the (ct,2n) reaction. Experiraental procedures and results

are given in the next section. Detailed discussions on the

structure of the core multiplet states are presented in the

last section. A part of this work has been published in ref.

45 and 46.
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2. Experimental procedures'and results

2-•1 EQU:PMENTS

     AIpha partic!es with energies 20.5 N 24.5 MeV were

provided by the 110 crn Osaka University eyelotron. The a-

particles with energy below 20.5 MeV were obtained by use of
                  't-                         ttaluininium absorbers. The ct-bearn was guided to a y-ray cave

in a experimental room so as to reduce the back ground y-rays

frorn a Faraday cup, slit-systerns and absorbers. The arange-

ment of the the equipments is s#own in fig.l. The target
was a metaiiic Nb-foil with 4 mg/crn2 in ithi.ckness. The Nb-

feii was prepared by rolling out a piece of natural Nb-metal.

                                 ttGarrinta-rays were detected by 30 cc and 40 cc Ge(Li) crystals

(ORTEC) and the 20 cc Ge(Li) detector,which was fabricated

in our laboratory. The energy resolutions of these detectors

were 2.5 keV {30 cc), 3.6 keV (40 cc) and 5.5 keV (20 cc) for

the 1.33 MeV Y-rayr-respectively. Signals from the Ge(M)

detector were anaiyzed by a 4096 P.H.A. (PACKARD). Two types

of target charnber were used to get the y-ray spectra. These

are shown in fig.2.
   '
                 '
             '
2-2 SrNG]3ES y"RAY SPECTRUM
        '    The singles y-ray speetrum fenowing the 95Nb(ct,2ny)95Te

reaction with 22;5 MeV ct--particles was obtained at 550 with
respect to the bearn direction by use of the 3o crn3 Ge(Li)

crystal. The obtained singles y.rdy spectrum is shown in

fig.3. The energies amd the relative intenBities of the
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y-rays fouowing the 93Nb(ct,2n )95Tc reaction are iisted in

Table !. [Phe strong 766 keV y-ray from the B--decay of the
                   '                95ground state of Tc appears in the singles y-ray spectrum,

because the spectrum was obtained after a long time irradia--

tion. The energy calibz'ation for the Ge(I.i-) detector was
               '
carried out just before and after the measurement of the

singles y-ray spectrum. The y--rays frorn the radio-active
decay of IB3Ba, 137cs, 60co, 88y and 228[vh were used. we

                                     '
obtained the deviations of energies frorn the values expected
                                                     .
from the linear function of channel number by measuring

these y--rays. The correction curve for the energy determina-

tion for the Ge(Li) detector is shown in fig.4. Since the

spectrum for the energy calibration was obtained after the

irradiation' in the same geometrÅ}cal arrangement as for the

rneasurement of ihe singles y-ray spectru'm fu-llo-w-ing LLhe

                                                  '(ctt2n ) reaction, the 766 keV y-ray appeared in both spectra.

The peak positions of the 766 keV y-ray in each spectrum

agreed with each bther within O.05 keV. The re!ative efficiency
of the 3o cm3 Ge(Li) detector was rneasured for the y-rays from

               l33                         152the B-decay of                           Eu. The relative efficiency curve                  Ba and

obtained is shown in fig.5.

     We found that sorne strong transitions feed the gTound
State (9/2+> and not the isomeri.c state (1/2" ) at 39 keV as

Eollows'(see fig.l8). We can estimate the intensity of y-rays

feeding the isom6ric state at 39 keV. Since the singles y-

ray spectrum was accumulated for the last 4--hours in the total

44 hours irradiation with constant beam current, the total
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numbers of the ground state decay in the interval was aiven bv

                               . .tt        N B (g r) = , S tt 2i lc ( i - e- X t) d t , <2 . i)

                                                  '             vrt                           '
where C is the nuruber of ground state produced by the incident

beam per unit timet X is the decay constant of the ground

State (Ty2=20 hr), tl=40 hours and t2=44 hours. From eq.(2.1)r

We get NB(gr)IAt'C=O.77, where At=4 hours. The branching

ratio for the 766 keV transition to the totai B-deeay from
the ground state is g3.4 g15) Thus 'the number of the ground

states produced in the iast 4 hours is evaluated as (total

number of the 766 keV y-rays enitted in the intervai)/O.77
  •-

/O.934. Here we negiected the effect of the conversion
                             ,                                                     95                                           93                                             Nb ( ct , 2n)electron' (<1 ")b The isorneric ratio {,f the Tc
reaction has been obtained as o(g/2+)/u(y2d ) = 7.o Å} o.s!6-17)

    'Thus we get the upper li!ttit of the reZa.tive intensity for the

y-rays feeding the isomeric state to be less than 33 (see table
         L                                                         'l} by use of the relativq.2p.-t-Te-n."sity of the 766 keV transition....

Here we negiected the 93Nb(cttpny)95Mo reaction as fonows.

The 948 keV y-ray (9/2++712+) is expected to be more intense

than 766 kev y-ray {712++s12+) in the 93Nb{ct,pny)95Mo reac-

tion, because the spin of the enitting state for the 948 keV

y-ray ' is higher. rndeed the tntensity,of the 948 keV y-rays

is twice as large as that of the 766 keV y-ray in the (ctt3ny)
reactionf), Therefore we can estimate the contribution of the

93Nb('q,pny)95Mo reaction to be lesB than 4 " frorn the measured
                                    '                                 'intensity of the weak 948 keV y.ray iri the present spectrum.

!n thiS way the upper limit of the relative intensity of the

y-rays feeding the isomeric state ig estimated to be less
                                                    '                                  '                                                      tt
                                                       '                                   '                                  '
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than 33Å}3. ThuS we found that the 882 keVt 633 keV and 957
keV transitions feed the 9/2+ ground state, and not the 1/2-

isomeric state.

2-' 3 EXCrTATION FUNCT!ONS

     Excitation functions. for y-rays were measured in an

energy range between 17 MeV and 24.5 MeV. We used aluminium
                              'absorbers to degrade the ct-particle energy below 20 MeV. The
                   'excitation functions for y-raYs were used to assign the y--rays

to the appropriate reactions and to estimate the spin vaiues

and excitation energies of the e!nitting states. The observed

excitation functions for strong y-rays are shown in fig.6

and tig.7. v-ince we arq concerned with the'.relative yields

ef the \-rays as a function of the ct-particle energy, the

erros in the figs. do not inciude those due to the detection

efficiency of the Ge(M) crystal and the beam coZlection

effieiency. Note that the latter get down a few per-cent as

the beam energy decreases because of the spreading by the

target and absorbers.i These errois arnount at mp.t.-t to about 8 ".

                                      --
2-4 GAMMA-GAMIYtA COZNCrDENCE blESVREMENTS

     Gama-gamma coincidence rneasurements were carried out
at Ed=22.5 MeV. The 40 cm3 dettegtor ivas plaeed at 900 and

the 3o cr"3 detector was placed at 7oe to the beam direction.

The distances between the target and these'detectors, were 4.5
         '.om and 5.0 om, re'speeti:vely. The beam current was 1,.2 nA.
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The block .diagram of the circuit systern is shown in fig.8.

The time resolution of the fast coincidence system was set

to 40 ns (note that the cyclotron gives 2ns beam bursts every

95 ns). The ratio of chance to true coincidence was less than

3 O-o. Energy gates were set on the full energy peaks of the

337, 363, 593, 629, 633, 664, 668, 882 and 957 keV y--rays and. the

neighboring back ground portions of these photopeaks. Four

coincidence spectra were obtained in one run. Each spectra

were accumulated for 8 hours. The observed coipcidenoe

spectra are shown in fig.9, IO and li. The intensities of

the coincident y-rays were obtained by taking the difference

of counts with energy gates Eon and off the photopeaks. The

relative intensities obtained frorn the coincidence spectra

and the relative coincidence rate for each gate are given in
                                                       'Table 2.

2-5 DELAYED y-RAY b([EASURIEMENTS

     The delayed Y-rayswere measured with 22.5 MeV ct-particles.

The block diagrams of the circuit systems for the delayed

y-ray measurernent are shown in fig.12. The delay time of the

y-ray was measured by operating a time-to-amplitude converter

with starting pulses from Ge' (Li) detector and stopping pulses

generated by a circuit to pick up the RF signal of the

cyclotron oscillater. The circuit diagram to pick up the

RF signal is shown in fig.l3. FUters tuned to the R-F

frequency of the cyclotron oscillater and its higher
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harmonics were used to remove the RF modulation on the

pulses of Ge(Li) detector. The time modulation was checked

by observing the time distribution of y-rays from radio-active
decay. It should be mentioned that ' we could r' emove the

R-F modulation effectively by wrapping the Ge(Li) detector

and the cable between the Ge(Li) crystal and other circuits

<main amplifier, H.v.Supply and power supply) by thin aluminiurn

foils (cooking foil).

     The delayed y-ray spectrum was accumulated in a t.jme

interval of l5 ns duration starting 20 ns'  after every beam

burst. The lines of the 882, 957, 633 and 593 keV transitions,

which were strong in the total y-•spectrum, were not seen in

the delayed spectrum. Thus the upper limits of the half lives

were estimated to be 3 ns for the 882 and 957 keV transitions,

and 5 ns for the 633 and 593 keV transitions.

2-6 ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF y-RAYS

     The spins oE the cornpound nuclei produced by or-particle

in spinless target nuclei are completely aligned in a plane

perpendicular to the beam axis. Ejiri et al. have shown that

spins of excited states produced in the (ct,xny) reaction are
still aligned in the plane8) The degree of the spin alignment

of the excited states in low-energy region is well explained
by a simple deexcitation model for the target with spin zeroe)

!f the target has a finite spin value, which is randomly

oriented, the spin alignment of the compound nuclei is not
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complete. The spin alignment for high-spin states however is

still quite good, if the angular momentum of the incident

ct-particle is much larger than the target spin value. Therefoxe

the precise measurement of the angular distributions of y-rays
are cruciai for the spin assignment of the excited state.

     The angular distributions of y-ray were measured at

Ect=22.5 MeV. The angular distributions of y-ray were measured
          '
in 100 steps between OO and 900, and at 1100. Here the beam

was stopped in a small target chamber, the wall of whi.ch was

covered with a thin lead sheet (see fig.2b). At foward angle

                                                             'the background from the lead sheet was about 40 O-o of the

total baekground. Since the energies of some y-rays from
    93               95the      Nb ( ct ,2ny )                 Tc are very close to those from the lead

sheet, the measurement was also carried out by using another

target chamber, where the beam was guided to a shielded Faraday

cup outside the y-ray cave (see fig. 2a). In this case
                                           '
the y-rays were measured at 310, 550, 700 and 900 to the
beam direction. ivhe 2o cm3 Ge(Li) detector was used as a

monitor counter. The distance between the target and the

detector is 20 cm and the bearn spot was l.5 mm in width and

4 rnm in height. Because of the large distance between the

target and the detector, the finite solid angle correction

of the detector is small. The corrections are less than 2 06
                                                18)for the A2 values and less than 4 9o for A4 values.                                                     The

positipn-pf the bearp.spot was checked every other run at

the beam viewer. The position of the beam spot was
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satisfactorily constant. The dead time corre'ctien in the PHA
                                 'was made by counting the number of pulses fed to the PHA.

The correction was about 1 g. The geometrical asymmetry was
       '
checked by measuring the 766 keV y"ray following the B-decay
of 95Tc, which was produced in•the target during the measure-

rnent of the angular distributiens. The resuits are shown in

fig.14 and fig.15. The obtained angular distribution coef""

ficients are given in Table ,1.

     The apguiar distribution of y-rays can be expressed as
                                                       '
                                   '                             '
   w(e) = i + AISaXct2p2(cose) + AI:aXd4p4(cose) + ... (2.2)

Here AI:aX and AI;aX are coefficientg .f.or the •angular distri-

bution of y-ray emitted from the completeiY aligned nucleusl9)

""A " d.".= " -"- -LL-""..LA-" -..tt2-2-"Lh.     2 ctUg U4 dle dCCellUdl;LUII UUeUiu.LeuLti.auu u
     Recently Eji.ri et al. have shown that the attenuation

coefficients for y-rays frora yrasY levels produced by the

<or,xn) r.eaction can be explained by a simple y-ray deexcita-

tion modei. :n this model the compound states are considered

to decay to the ground sYate through the following processes.
                                     'The compound nucleus produced by capture of ct-particle decays

firstly by the statistical endSsion of neutrons. Then nucleus

reaches to the yrast levels by the successive emissions ef

statistical y-rays. Finally nucieus comes to the ground

state after emitting the stretehed y-ray through the yrast

iine. Thus the yrast levels are considered to.be, fed partiaily
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by the stretched transition from the upper yrast level and

partially by the statistical y-rays frorn outside the yrast

levelt which is called as "side feeding". Intensities

of the side feeding to each yrast levels are assumed to be

constant (se.e ref.8 and ref.4). The attenuation coefficient
                  '
ct 2(Ji) fbr levels in even nuclei with spin' Ji is given as

foliow$ (see tef.8)

  ct2(Ji)"i;t;l::iFiri.J.J'JgMJita-i}.I/iSl${};iilg)Nnea-i}.(itlllil;S{l[•llÅÄJ)Ny

                     xa-i,stl;l}.+7,+'i.:tSg,+)] (2.3)

Here Jrn is the maxirnum spin of the observed yrast levelr Nn

and Ny are .the average nurttbers of neutrons and,y-rays which
                                     'are emitted during the deexcitation to the yrast levelr and
                                                i
jn and jy are mean values of angular momenta carried away by

neutrons and y-rays. The values of jn and. jy are obtained

from the converitional statistical medel. Eq. (2.3) is
                                                 'derived for the case in which the spins of incident particle

and target nucleus are both zero, and thus the spins of the

compound nuclei are completely aligned. Assuming that the

deexcitation process in odd A nuqlei.is essentially the sarne
                           ttas in even nuclei, we apply eq. (2r3) for the.l.h..tLIell'ir$jont case.

-l3-



                          +Here the target spin is 912                            , which is randomly orientede

The correction for.target spin Jt is given as • 1

                             tt                                                        '
B2("c)F (/i.CIJ,,.t:[},d i;fÅÄl T2"2(Åí"L}"c))/11//C.-.:J,'6...,.ii ll,C'.i T2]

                                                 (2.4)

Here Je is spin of the compound state, 2 is the angular

momentum introduced into tbe target by the ct-particle, and

T2 is the transndssion coefficients for the 'ct-particie

(numerical valu' es are available in ref.20). The factor U22Z)li.' $.•.li,

given by

                                                      '
u2(Åí:J:3}Jc)=(22+1)1/2(2Jc+1)112w(2 2 Jt Jc; 2 Jc)' (2'5)

                       '
The values B2(Jc) are shown for the present dase in fig.16.

We obtain the attenuation coefficent for the state with spin

J, as foliows
 i
                           '       '

ct 2,(Jx-)=

3:tfi:EF;z..JiJJtT.JiB2(Jt)[a-i.i/Iliile-gS+ln)Nna•-i.Li/lli$;\-J -,+) )NyN

                                                            '                         X(ie'3ti)gi+i+e':Jlrr,+7)] (2•6)

                                                     '                          '
                  '

We use the values Ny=3e Nn=2, )n=1.2 and jy=1.2 from the
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conventionaZ statistical model (see Appendix l). The rnaximurn

spin value of the states populated in the present reaction is

taken as Jm=21/2 (see sec.2-7), and this agrees with the

maxirnum angular momenturn introduced into the compound nucleus

by the ct-particle bombardment. (A change of one unit in J
                                                         m
causes a change of about O.025 in ct2.)

     Angular distributionsof y-rays following the (ct,2n)
                                                                 '          '                                                            22-26)reaction on deformed nuclei with high-spin have been measured.

The attenuation coefficients obtained from the angular. distri-

butions for the targets with spin 5/2 and 7/2 are shown in

fig.l7 together with the present results. We note that the

attenuation coefficients depend little on the incident energy

and Q-value, and that they only depend on the spin value of

the excited state. There are a few data of attenuation

coefficients for the (ct,2n) reaction on odd mass targets and

the obtained values have large errors, therefore we couldn't

derive the definite conclusion about the validity of eq. (2.6)•

It is interesting to investigate the angular distribution with
                                                 'odd mass target in order to make clear the mechanism of the

reaction and to use the (ct,xn) teaction as an efÅíicient

spectroscopic tool. The agreement of the calculations and

obtained values are satisfactory, and the deviation from

calculated values are smaller than O.l for ct                                           2'

      '2-7 LEVEL SCHEME
                                  95                                    Tc as shown in fig.l8     We propose a level scheme for
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on the basis of following results and arguments. The ground
state 9/2+ and the isornetic state 1/2- at 39 keV have been

well established.l5)

                               tt     The 336.6 keV ie,vel. The spin 'and parity assignrnent of
            '712+ has been established bY previous wQrks?-11'27) An m+E2
                                                   '
(Zl Å} 9 g) multipole for the 337 keV transition has been
reported from conversion eiectron measurernent.27) The

mixing ratio iS obtained from the present results of the

y-ray angular.,distribution. Using an attenuation coefficient
 '
ct

2' = Oe29 Å} O.l' for the 7/2+ state, which was'estimated frorn
             '          '
fig.17r the quadrupoie dipole arttplitude mixing for the 337

keV transition is obtained as 6 = e.08 N O.36, where 6 =
                             ,
<fltE2lli>/<fllMIIIi>'. This is graphically shown in fig.19.

Thus the 337 keV transition is mostly of Ml character with

si'n'aii E2 admixture (oJ.6 gN l2 N. This is c6nsisten with
                                             27)                                                  Zt shouldresuits from conversion electrom rneasurements.
                     'be rnentioned that the other possibility of 6 = 4 N co is not
                           'excluded from present ;esults because of a large error in the

A4 eoefficient (see fig.i9). '
                                  '                         '     The 626.9 keV' levei. A level around 627 keV is known
                                      t-from the 95Ru decay?-'iO) the (d,n} reactionP (p,n> rea6tien}i)

and (p,y) reaction studies13) The spin and parity of this

state has been assigned as s/2tl'9'10'13) The excitation
                                      '
function for the 626.9 keV y-ray observed in the present

'

work shows that the spin of the emitting state of the y-ray

shoud be around 5/2. Thus the present 626.9 keV y.ray is

-16-



considered to be the ground state transition from the 5/2+t

627 keV state.
                           '
     The 646.8 keV level. This ievel has been observed in
the (p,n) reactioniZ-i2), the 95Ru decayiO), the (p,y)

reaction13) and the particle' transfer' reaction.2'3) The SPin

and parity of this state has been established to be 3/2 by
the (ptri) reactioni2). The excitation function for the present

607.9 keV y--ray suggests a /low spin for the emitting state.

Thus this y-ray fits in the transitien frorn the 646.8 keV state

to the, 38.9 keV first excited state.

     The 667.9 keV• level. The 667 k.eV' state has been observed

in the (p,n' ) reactionii} and the (p,y) reaction}3) Th6 62g.o

keV y--ray was assigned to,the transition frorn this level to

the38.9 keV state. The energy sum of a cascade transition
nF fhp ?A.q - K7q-n - KAA-A'  ltnV ntTrane tanl1 t-rlfh l'hp 17.14.7
V--  t---v rvev v-t -r-v v-v-v --vv -7-vvkt "v-- -t -- -p-- v--v ---p...
keV cicoss over transition. The'  spin Qf this state has been
estabzished to be s/2e by the (p,n) reactioni2). The excitar

tion funÅëtion fior the 629.0 keV y-ray is consistent with the

5/2- assignment.
                                          '     The 882.4 keV level; We propose' ttiis level on the basis

of the fOllowing reasons. 1) The 882.4 keV Y--ray is the

strongest an" no other y-rays with a compatible intensity is

seen both in the singles spectrum and in ehe coincidence

spectra above 50 keV. 2) This y-ray feeds the greund statet

and not the isomeric state (see gec. 2--2). 3) The ener'gy •

sums of the two casCade lines of the 882.4 keV - 667.2 keV
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and the 9S7.3 keV -- 592.5 kev agree well with "e`'}meh Qthex,

This loc,ates the excited states at 882.4 keV and l549.7 keV

fthe 957.3 keV state has been observed in the (ptn) reaction.)

                          ,tThe spin oÅí this state is assigned as l3/2 on the basis of the
                                    'following facts. a) 'rhe resuits of deiayed y,-ray spectrum

shew that the mul.tipplarity oE the 882.4 keV transition is

smailer than 3. Therefore the popsible spin vaZue is restricted

to the valueg between 5!2 and 13!2. b) The gact that the sign
                                                             'of the anq.ular distributien eoefficient A4 is negative indicates
                           ,
that the spin of this state is either 9/2 or 13/2.' (see fig.l9)

c) The excitation function for the 882.4 keV y--ray rises rnore

rapidly than that for the 957 keV with spin !l/2. This show,g

that the spin of this state is not srnalier than li12. (see

below) The spin assignment 13/2 for the 882 keV state is

consistv'"rk w-ith.the foliowing t-acts. 1) The branching to
                                    '                                                        ' 'the 337 keV 712+ state is known to be less than 2 " from the

pre' s' dnt results of the y-y coincidence measurement. 2) This

                           95                             Ru decay. 3) The (p,n} reactionstate has.not seen from the
littie popuiate this ievei1i)t suggesting that the spin of

        'this state is high. The ,positive pari,ty assignrpent for the

882 keV state is based on the following. T.f it were oE
negative parityt the 882 keV transit,ibn to the 9/2+ ground

state would be of M2 character. Recently Ejiri et al. have
'

shown that the spin--isospin cere polarization reduces very
much M2 transition raees between single-quasiparticle states?8)

lf we take the same reduction rate as in ref.28r the expected
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half--life for the single-particle•882 keV transition would

be longer than 5 ns. However the delayed spectrum indicates

no deiayed component for the 882 keV.

     The 928.l keV level. The spin and parity assignment of
(5/2+) has been reported from the 95Ru decay studies?-10)

                                                   'The present regults of the y-y coincidenee rneasurements show
the 301.' 2 - 290.6 - 336.6 keV cascade transitions as'seen in
    95the      Ru decay. Since the 301.2 keV transition is very weak,

we can not.get further inforrnation about this level. .,

     The 957.3 keV-levei. .The location of this level is
                                                        'based on the following reasons. 1) There is no intense y-ray
                  ---                          '                          'in coincidence with this y--ray above 50,keV. 2) This y-ray
                            .
feeds the ground state and does not feed the isomeric state
                                    det
at 38.9 keV. 3> An excited state at 960 keV has been observed

                     111 • •in the (p,n) reaction:"' The spin is assigned to be 11/2 on
                              4the fbllewing bases. a) The resuits of the delayed y-ray

measurement indicate the rnultipelarity of this transition to
                                  '                                           'be Z,=1 or 2.'b) The sign of the A4 coefficient of the y-ray

angular distribution is positive. Thus the spin of this state
                                       '                                    .is 712 or ll/2. c) The value of A4/AofO.067Å}O.O18 would give

the atenuation coefficient 38 Å} 10 g for the A4 coefficientr

if Yhe spin were 7/2. Then using a Gaussian distiribution of

the substate populationti9 .) the attenuation coefficient ct2 woU'ld}}

                                                       'get as large as 65 N 85 "t whtch is too large by' referringto
                                'boYh the empirical and calculated values (see sec.2-p6 and

fig?17). d) The excitation function for the 957.3 keV y-rays
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rises more rapidly than that for the 336.6 keV. This suggestS

the spin of this state to be higher than 7/2. The paritx., Of
                                                               '                                                           '            .this state •is probably positive, because the observed angular
                                  '                                                              .distribuLion shows mixed multipolarities for the 957•3 keV

tran.si-tion. I, hus Ml+E? is mostlikely. The 11/2+ assignment

is consistent with'the results of thefB-decay of 95Ru.. This

                              95state is not populated by the                                Ru decay, thus the log ft
value of the B-transition to this state. is ;arger than rv710).

                           ttThis may exclude a 7/2+ assignment. . '
           '
     The mixing ratio of Ml and E2 amplitude is estimated

using an attenuation coefficient ct2 = O.45 Å} O.1 (see fig.17).

                                    iThe attenuation coefficient for the terrn,A4P4 was estimated

to be ct4 pt O.i3 Å} O.07 using a GaussiAn distributien for the
                                              'substates19). The mixing ratio obtained is 6 = -2.6 tg:g7

                                                           '                                  '                                                           ''w' hieh ig graphi'c"aiiy shown in.r"'ig.i9., Recentiy the iOw-iying
                                                   14)          95states in Tc were studied by the (p,ny,) reaction . The

882 keV and 957 keV states were observed in the (p,ny)'reac-

tion. The spin and parity assign'ments are consistent with

our present results.

     The 1085.4 keV leveL ltn excited state at about i085
kev has been reported in the 95Ru decaYIO) and in the (p,n)

                                                'reaction studiesli). An excited state with spin (s/2+) at
   '
around I085 keV has aiso been reported frem the particle
transfer reactien studies2'3). The resuits of the y-y '
                                            .coincidence measurernents indieate that the ii4' 8;g keV y-ray

                                                     '.

is the transitioh from ,the 1085.4 keV state to the 3,36,.6 keV
                 tt
state,
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     The ll79.0 keV level. This level is known from 95Ru

decay9-10) and the (p,n) reactionll). The n7g kev y-ray in

the present work seems to be the transition from the ll79 keV

state to the ground state.

     The 1214.7 keV level. The i.dcation ef this level has

been reported by the (p,n) reaction studiesll). The results

of y"y coincidence tu'easurements indicate that•the transition
from this state feed the 667.9 keV 5/2 , 336.6 keV 7/2+ and

ground 9' /2+ states. These y-branches restrict the spin of
                       -this state to'5/2+, 7/2+, and 9/2-' . This statq is not pop: lated
in the 95Ru decay, suggestiri' g" the spih of this state to be '
7/2-  or 9/2-. The signs of the A2 coefficients of the angular

distribution of the 547, 879 and 1215 keV y-rays show the '

spin of this state to be 9/2'. Here we assumed that the El

transitions are pure.
                                                 '     The 1515.5 keV level. This state is proposed on the
                               'baFis of the foilowing reasons. I) The 633.1 keV y-ray is

in coincidence with the 882.4 keV y-ray. 2) There is no rnore

intense y-ray than the 633 keV y--ray which is in coincidence

with the 882 keV y-ray above 50 keV. Thq spin assignment of
                                     '1712+ (l3/2+) to this state is based on the following reasens.

a) The result of the delayed y-ray measurernent indicates that

the tpultipolarity of the 633 keV transition'.is smaller than 3.

b) The sign of the A4 coeffieient is negative. This, fact,
togethef with the obtained value of the A2/Ao restricts the

spih of this state to 1712 or 13/2. c) The exeitation function
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for the 633 keV y-ray rises more rapidly than that for the

882 keV. d) The upper limits of the branchings to the 957

keV and the ground states are all less than 1 g. The parity

of this state is probably positive because of the following

reasens. The 15/2 assingnment gives an L=2 multiporaity for

the 633 keV transition! An M2 Yransition is improbable from
the upper 1imit of the half life (see sec.2-5' )-. A 13/2

assignment rneans the rnixed transition oÅí L=1 and 2, referring

tO the A2/Ao eoefficient, in this case an Mi qnd E2 mixing

is most probable. '
     The 1549.7 keV level. As already !nentioned,•the t"r,g

c' asade lines of 592 keV - 957 keV and the 667 keV - 882 keV
                            .
Iocate an excited s,t. ate at 1549.7 keY(. The spin and parity'
                                    '
ta .SSIilgl!g"i.;Ftilg/ilSl]/ji;v} .i':.ll..as.ed on the reasons simiiar

                              - t,
     The 2184.2 keV and the 2547.5 keV ievels. These states

are proposed on the basis of the cascade transitions of 363

keV - 669 keV - 633 keV and 1032 keV - 633 keV. The excita-

tion functions for the 363, 669 and 1032 keV y-rays show ',

that the spins of these states are high. The angular distri-

bution of 1032 keV y-ray has a shape of a stretched E2 transi-

tion ' type. Thus one may assign 21/2 Eor the 2547.5 keV state.
     The i264.5 keV level. We can expect the 912+ state by

the coupling of the lg9/2 proton to the E2,phonon at areund
s7o kev (the exeitation energy of the first 2+ state in 94Mo).

The 912+ state at 1.24 Mev or 1.2f M6v has been reported by

                          '
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the (3He,d>3) and the (d,n)2) reaction studies, respectiveiy-

The present l264.5 keV y-ray may be the transition from the
9/2+ state to the ground state.

     1276.4 keV level. The l273.5 keV y-rays seem to deexcite
from the l278 keV state which has been reported by the (p,n)

reactionii) and (p,y) reaction studÅ}es}3) '

     The l702.4 keV and the 2213.3 keV levels. These excited

stat.es are teritatively located on the basis of the y-y coinci-

dence measurements.
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3 Discussion
                 '
     The excited states produced by the coupling of the lg9!2
singie pr6ton to the E2 phonon of the core194Mo are expected

in the low excitation region of 95 Tc. The high spin states in
the multiplet such as i122 and 13!2 are expected to be quite

pure on the basis of the followi4g reasons. .1) The ground statg,
of the 95Tc is the igg/2 singie quasiparticie'"s'tateie3). This

state is,the only positive parity state in the major sheil

between Z=20N50, and the spin is the highest. 2) The energies
of the low-iying states in 94Mo are of vibrational character4'29)

 (see fig.20). 3) The resuitg frotu Coulomb excitation studies'
   94       5)          indicate that. the matrix elements between one and     Moon

two phonon states are close to the values expected from the

;kg:gX`g:::.:O:::',,::X,:9;liX eiements between one and t..

          I<x21IQil21.I2i,=: -•2LS(212Ld"i}--IUL.--2A + 1) I<2111 QII oo>l2, (3.i)

                                                 ,• /
where the state IAN>indicates the N-phonon gtate with the spin

A, and Q is the mass quadrupole moment, operator. The matrix

elements are obtained from the B(E2) values by the relation
                                           '

        B(E2, Iig :fl,) = rki I<rfll Qit ri>l? ' ' (3.2)

The tnatrix elements in 94Mo obtained from coulomb excibation

StUdies,agree with the expected values frora eq.(3,1)(Table 3).,
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gl :h.:,gll:rlug.tg;2.:f..th,.2-::;gh\:.ri:g,2d,g,g:cl.e.:.s,Z3\R w,gfi,s;."gi'gg,

locate ,d:jn a srpall. engrgy rg.gion .and energl.es are ciose

            'to the first 2+ state ini the core 94Mo (see fig.2o). The

rneasured B(E2) values for the ll/2 and 13/2 states are close

to the vaiues expected from the weak coupling rnodel, although

the B(E2) values f6r the 5/2 'and 7/2 states are larger than
the expected values (see the foliows). tn the framework of the

weak coupiing model, the B(E2) values for the transitipns frorn

the muitiplet states to the ground state are expressed by

             • ,2If +1        B(E2, :i--> rf) = ,, B(E2,O•--> 2)c (3.3)
                           5(2ri + 1)

where ri and Zf are .spins gf .th.e ground. .s,Yate ,and.the mUlti-.
 '                      ,plet states, and the B(E2)c is the B(E2) value for the one phonon
                                                  'state in the eore. The values obtained frorn Coulomb excita-

tion and the vaiues given by eq.(3.3) are listed in Table 3.
                                          '                                    95     rn the iow excitation region of                                      Tc, we feund the
                           '                              'exeited states (5/2+) (627 keV), 712+ (337 keV), il/2+ (957
  'keV), i3/2+ (882 keV) and possively 9/?+ (l265 keV). These

states are probably cahdidates of the muitiplet expected from

the coupling of the lg9/2 single proton to the E2 phonon Qf
the core. The' energy levels of these multiplet states in 95T.c,.

and 93Nb are'shown in fig.2o together with the levels in

negiboring even nuclei.

     Zt is interesting to note foliowing faets. 1) The level
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sequence of the multiplet in 95Tc is the same as in 93Nb31).

 2) The core multiplet zevels in 95Tc are spread in energy

                  93                    Nb are concentrated in a smali energyalthough those in

region. 3} The energies of the high-spin leveis such as 11/2
                   93                     Nb are very close to the energy of theand 1312 states in
first 2+ state in neighboring doubly even nucleus 92zr, and

those in 95Tc are very ciose to the first 2+ state energy in
                                            '94Mo (see fig.2o). 4) The energies of (r572+)(l550 keV) and

 (i712+)(1516 kgY) states arg close to the energy of the first

4+ state in 94Mo.
                                                            '
     Now let's compare the present results with various model
                           'calculatiens. The HamiltonSan for the core multiplet is
      '                             .given as tellews in terms of a conventional weak coupiin9

model

                                                      (3.4)               H=H +H +H                    c p int'
                        ,                               '                           'where Hc and Hp are the Harniltonians'  for the core and the odd

particle, respeetively. Now we take only a quadrupole interac.

                         (2)                                  (2)               Hint 'ny- -XQc ' Qp (3.5)
                                                           'where' Q-(2) and'i Q(2) are the'mass quadrupole,moment operators

of the core and the particle, regpectively, and x is the

strength parameter of the interaction. The matrix' element
     ,                              33)of the Harniltonian iS'" given 'by

       '`J6N'jb ! M' IHI JcNjp'  r M: su 6J6Jc 6jvp 6NN' (Nfito +iEjp)

                 '                                                    i
                +e(J6N't JeN, 1),, (3.6)
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e(J6N', JcNt Z) -- -XW (2jp Jc :1 jpJ6)`J6N'" Q62)ll UcN'

                                                  '                                                '                                         '
                             Å~ <jpH QIS2)U jp>. (3.7)

wherelJc is the phonon spin, N is the p"onon number, and jp

is the odd particle spin. The 1 and M are the total spin and

its z.component. We take into account zero, one and two phonon

                     .states in the even coret and the lg9/2 state as the odd

particle. Here the lg9/2 is the oniy single particle state

with positive parity state'in the major shell, and we are

presently concerned onlY with pesitive parity stateg. Then

the energies of the ground gtate and the rnultiplet are

expressed as foilows.

E. g'B = Ejp - rk [1 ptv t, 2i, nv o, T.-) l 21 - hl; !ll•ls t, 22 ,oo', :) I2

                                 '
                                                   /t     + di{e(42,42,!) + e(22,22,t) +, 2E(21t21t;illi,l!.,T,"" (3.8)

for the ground gtate and

                 '                         '  E; n'fico + Ejp - rk [le(42,21-,r)l2+•le(22,21,:)l2

     + lE(02,21,:)l26z,jp•" le(21,OO,!)l26:,jpl + tE(21e21L1)

                                               '
     - --gitaul;--- {E(42t42•,r) + e(22,22,r) -•2e(21,21,r)}21t (3.g)

for,the raultiplet. Here we rieglected the terrn (e16ut)2, Bince
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 the observed energy difference between the 11/2 and l3/2

 states is much smaller than the phonon energy.

     As an extrerne case, we firstly take a simple vibrational

motien of u spherieal even core, where the quadrupole matrix

element <iJ6N' llQ ilJcN> has nan vanishing value only when AN=

N'-N--+-l. Then both the last terms in eq.<3.8) and the last
 term in eq.(3.g) vanish. The values6tu and <liQS2}lt> for the

even core are taken from the phonon energy in 94Mo and coulomb

excitation data (see Table 3}. we used the vaiue l<o2 QE2)1121>l2

 =s72 fm2 expected from the eq'.(3.1) since the coulomb excita- '

tion value is not avaiZabie. The rnatrix element for the
single particle state is given by34)

<n222j2 ll f(r)YA" nlJe Ljl>

             '
. ,i.seiny-se2(-)ji+x-j2{.S(.Z.2Etli}il.Z.LtiL2-2A+i)il2 +L)}i/2 (ji} Ao lj211• )<j2lfiji>

                                                      (3.IO)

  <j2Iflji'" gRn222j2 f(r) Rnxkih r2dr ,'
                      ..
The values of <j21r21jl> are evaluated by use of the harmonic

asciuator- wavefunctions?5) we g6t <gg/2ti r2y2o"gg!2> " 24•g

fm2 for the potentiai parameter '6co. = 4i A"'i/3 Mev. using ,

these values, the energies for}the mukiplet can be given as

functions of the strength pararneter Å~. The results are shown

in fig.21. We note there that the level erder of the il12 and
                                                         +l3/2  states  disagree  mth  the  -o..b .s-erv gd values,  and the  712



 and 5/2+ levels':are not as low as observed. Coupling with

 the g7/2 sipgle particle level in the upper MajOr shell
nd.ght contribute to the 11/2+ level. However itipushes down

to opposit direetion. Therefore one !Ray eonclude that the

Simple vibrational...rnodel fails to reproduee che experiment.

     rn order to reproduce the level order of the il12+ ana

13/2+ levels, which are quite pure, in a framework of the

vibrationai model we have to introduce the non zero vaiues
for diagonal quadrupole mornent, <J6N"QE,•2)'ll acN> X e.' The

                                                          'values of the diagonal elernentg for thd' ttvo phonon states

were assumed to be given by

<J.2tlQE?)tl q.2.> = 2(-)JC(2,r.+.i)<2itt QE2)" 2i>w( 2 J. 2 J.7 22>

                                                         (3.Ii)

The phonon energy and diagonal element of the one phonon
                                        tl
state of the core are adjusted so as to reProduee the energies

of the 1112 and 13/2 states for given Å~ vetZue. The results

are shown in fig.22 and fig.23. !t is interesting to' note
                                                  ,that the phonon energy atnd the diagonal.element dg, not change

With the strength x very rnueb but the energies•of multip!et
qhange rema.rkqbJy• rr.T..he...-ip"tt.q)lrac-tibn.st..rqng!.;l)..-"x i.s-.Lgiven36) by

                                              '                                                   '                x ,...:' (-I!IXs--)2 ftl;3 Mev ' (3.12)

   '      '                                      'This gives Å~ ts.s kev frn-4. This strength agrees with the

value shown by Kisslinger et al?7) and Matsuyanagi e.t al?8).

The single particle matrix element should be replaced by
<jtl Q"2)tl j>(uj2 - vi) for" the quasipartieie state• we can
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 use the U.V. factors obtained from particle transfer reaction
studiesl-3,39) we get ug. -• vg. = o.3N o.s. since we can

ineiude the factor (u2 - v2) into the strength xt we take the

strength parameter to be x ty (ug - v;.) Å~ s.s kev fm-4 + a.7

N 2.7) kev fm'4 in fig.22 and fig.23. Thug we get the values

diul == gso kev and <21 il'QE'2) II 21> za -l7 fm2 fer the-.,strengch

2.7 kev frn-4. The energies of the multiplet states are shown

in fig.24(A) for these values. A general trend of the leVel

sequence is qualitatively in agreement with the experiment
                  +except for the 7/2                    levels. Zn other wards the effect of
the interaction which is not inciuded in the pure vi6ratio.p.q.;.I]

model might be represented by the non-zero values for the
                             ,                  'diagonai Q-matrix element. The same calculations for the ,
93Nb qive the values 'tftuct 1 ttev and <21llQ                                          (2).ll 21> thdt •-12 frn2

(see fig.2st 26). rf the even eore 92zr consists mostiy of

the (ds/2)2 configuration, the sign of the diagonal element

should be the posi"'ve.
     'Recently Marumori et al. have shown that the three

guasi-particle correlation is very important. in the collec-

tive excitation of odd nucleus. .i• The calculation including

this correlatiori was carried out by Matsuyanagi et al. The
results are shown by (B) and (C) in fig.24?g) •The resuit ,

                                           '
 (B) is ebtained by adjusting the strength of the Q-Q inter-
action so as to reproduce the excitation' energy of the 71, ,2+

 gtate. 'The result (c)g is obtained by inciuding thellg71?

 and 2d5!2 odd proton states {the upp6r maSor shell)'in
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addition to the lg912 proton State. The agreement is

satisfactory. Interesting ig to note that the change of two
units in proton nurnber from 93Nb to 95Tc yieids the iarge

spteading of the core multiplett suggesting an importance of

the three quasi particle correlation. The systematic investi.

gation of thd structure in the low excitation region of the

odd mass nuclei in this region is very important to make

clear the effecti of the coupling of the patticle to the core.
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Appendix X Statistical calculations for Evaporated Neutrons

and Gamma Rays.

A neutron evaporationi probabUity is proportional to the

penetration coefficient of the neutron and the level density

of the nucleus after evaporationiz of the neutron. Thus the

probability is written as
          '

         Yl (En) " (22+1) T2 (E.)eXP(2E/T>,                                                    (Ai. 1)

           nn
where T2 (En) is the penetration coefficient for the r)eutron
        n
with an energy En and an orbital angular momentum Åín. This
value can be calculated easilye3) The values of calculated

             'T2 (En) areshownin fig.28 for 2n=.O,-l, 2 and 3. The
  n                              44)nuclear temperature T is given                                 by

             T = fE/a tt !7.2E/A (Al.2>

where A is the mass number. The mean value of the neutron

energy En is estimated to be O.8 MeV for the present
93Nb(ct,2n)95Tc rehction. The rnean value of the orbital

angular mornentum 2n is given by

                     Z2(22 + 1) T2n(En)
           2 (E )=                                                     (Al.3)            nn                      Z(22 + 1) [I]2n(En)

The values of 2n(En) is shown in fig.27.' From fig.27, we

get Åín '-V- l. Thus the mean value jn is estimated to be jn '2;. 1

summing up the spin of the neutron.

     A q-amma emission probability is obtained by

                            -- 33-
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     Y(E j) = kE j3exp (2E/T). • (Alr4)
                                                     'Here we assumed jy.i-V-. 1. Using eq.(Al.4)r we get Ny N 3
                          '                           '(Ey N i.3 PCeV). It is known that statisYical gamma rays are

mostly of dipole charactert,but they contain 10 N 20 g'of

                                         t-.quadrupole transition. Therefore we used. jy',Vv1.2 for the

present analysis.
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Figure

Figel

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig.3

F.{.ry'y.5

Fig.6

Fig.7

Fig.8

Fig.9-ll

Fig.I2

captions

 Experimental arrangement.

 Scattering chambers used in the y-ray measurements.

 (a) The beam goes to a Faraday cup through the target

 chamber. (b) The beam is stopped at the lead sheet

 in the chamber.
 Gamma-ray spectrum obtained from the 93Nb(or,2ny)95Tc

   .
 reaction at 22.5 MeV. Gamma-rays indicated by arrows
 come frorn the 93Nb(ct,ny) reaction.
                                               '
 Corrections for the y-ray energies. The deviations

 from the linear function of channel number are shown
 for the y-rays from the decay of 60co, 88y, l33Ba,

 137           228              Th.    Cs and

 Rela+vive efS.iciertcy c'urve for "Lhe 30 cc Ge(LO de`Lectuj"r

                                          152                                l33[Phe y-rays from the B-decay of                                   Ba and                                             Eu were

measured.
 Excitation functions of y-rays from the 93Nb(ct,2ny)

 reaction. Errors shown are only statistical ones.
Excitation function of y-rays from the 93Nb. <ct,2ny>95Tc.

Block diagrarn of electronics used in the y-y coinci-

derrce measurements. The number for each circuit is

 for ORTEC system.

   Coincidence spectra. Contributions which come from

the continuous background in the gate spectra are not

subtracted. The y-rays indicated by an asterisk have

large coincidence rate (>60 O-o)t and these y-rays were
used to constract the level scheme.

Block digarams for delayed y-ray measurements.
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Fig.13

Fig.14

Fig.I5

Fig.16

Fig.Z7

Fig.18

Fig'. 19

(a) Gamma ray spectra were accmulated at different

tirne intervals from the beam burst in this system.
                                         '(b) Decay curves for some transitton were measured by

th.is system.

(a) Circuit diagram•to pick up the cyclotron R-F

signaZ. (b) Filter tuned to cyclotron R-F signal.
Angular distributions of y--rays from the 93Nb(di,2ny)95Tc

reaction. Garnma .spectra were rneasured twice at each

                                            'angle (three times at 90e).
                                                     95                                          93                                           Nb ( ct , 2ny )nngular distributions of y-rays from the                                                       Tc
                                        '           '
                                     '
Attenuation of alignraent of the compound nuclei with

spin Jc produced by capture of the ct-particle.

Attenuation coefficients ct2 obtained from angular

distributions of y-rays following the (ct,2n) reaction.

The values for the target spin 5/2 and 7/2 are obtained

from the results in /ref.22-26. Values for the target

spin 9/2'are obtained from the present,work. The Soiid
                                                        'curve is the attenuation coefficients calculated from

eq.2.6 for the target spin 9/2. The dashed curve

represent the calculations for the target spin zero.
                          95Proposed iev.el scheme for Tc.
parametric representation of AI:aXIAo and AI:aX/Ao for

the 337 keV, 882 keV and the 957 keV transition$. •

Attenuation coefficients ct2 for the 337, 882 and 957
            'keV transitions are estirnat`ed to be O.29Å}O.1, O.5iÅ}O.i

                          '
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"igi20

Fig.21

Fig.22

Fig.23

   '

Fig;24

Fig.2S

and O.45Å}O.1 frornfigrl7,respectively. The attenua-

tion coefficients ct4 were obtained under the assump--
tion of a Gaussian distribution of substatds.19)

The core multiplets in 93Nb and 95Tc caused by the

coupiing ef ig 9/`2 proton to the lst 2+ •state of the

core.- The results for 92zr, 93Nb, 94Mo and 96Ru are

give in ref.40, 31--32, 5 and' 29. and 41, respectively.

Energies of the muitiplet states expected frorn the

Simple vibration where the diagonal elements fgr the
 {2)     operater vanish.Qc

Diagonal elernent and phonon energy of the core obtained

so' as to reproduce the 11/2 and 13/2 states in the
multiplet in 95Tc.

Energies of the core multiplet states in 95Tc. The

11/2 and 13/2 states ar.e a.djust.ed to the e.y.perirnent,
 '

(A); Energies of the eore multiplet states for the
     value ofx=2.7kev fm-4 (see Text).

(B); The leveZ structure calculated by using the

     pairing + QQ - force. The strength of the QQ-

     ferce was adjusted so as to reproduce the exci-
     tation energy of the 7/2 state.,38)

(C): The level structure obtained by taking into

     acceunt the lg 712 and 2d 5/2 single proton

     orbits in the upper major sheil too.
                                         'Diagonal elernent and phonon ene=gy of the core obtained

to reproduce the 11/2 and 13!2 states in the multiplet
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Fig.26

Fig.27

Fig.28

. 93in Nb.
Energies of the core multiplet states

energies of 11/2 and 13/2 states are

experiment.

Average neutron mornentum carried away

evaporation.

Transmission coefficients for various

 in 93Nb. The

adjusted to the

 by neutron

 neutrgn energy.
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Table l.

 .E  Y
151.8 Å} O.2

290.6 ,Å} O.2

301.2 Å} O.3

305.7 Å} O.2
  t
336.6 Å} O.2

348.1 Å} O.2'

363.3 Å} O.2
385' .4 Å} O.2

402.-4 Å} O.2

546.8 Å} O.2

-Kq2.g Å} n.2

607.'9 Å} O.3

6i3.9 Å} O.2

626.9 Å}' O.4

629.0 Å} O.2

633.1 Å} O.2

663.6 Å} O.2

667.2 Å}. O.2

668.7 Å}•' O.2

716.7 Å}' O.2

723. 0'  Å} ' O.3

745.1 Å} O.2

748.8 Å} ' O.3

Gamma-Ray Energies, 'Relative rntenSities and

Coeffic.ients of Angular Distribution

  zy
O.6 Å} O. 10 '

O.8 Å} O.1

O.6 Å} O.2

l.i Å} O.2

20.8 Å} 1.2

i.3 Å} O.2

14.1 Å} O.8

2.0 Å} O.5

5.1 Å} O.4

iO.4 Å} O.7

20.l Å},1.1

'2.2 Å}' O.5

2.2 Å}' O.5

'4.2 Å}' O.9

  '20.9 Å} l.2

67.1 Å} 3.5
ig' .7 Å}. ' z.r

16.5 Å}.' l.8
i7.8' Å}. I.9 }

3. 2' t O.4

3.lt Å}. O.5

7.4 Å}'o.6

2.2 Å}. O.4

  A2/Ao

.O.10 Å} O.16

-O.09 Å} O.l3

+O,21 Å} O.12

-O.147Å}O.026

-O.48•Å}' O.16

-O.2Q Å} O.03

-- O.Ol Å}•O.IO

+O.32 Å} O.04

+O.18 Å} O.03

+O.176Å}O.021

-O.09 Å}' O.08

-O.20 Å} O.15

+O.l2 Å}' O.03

+O.236Å}O.022

-- o.il Å}' o.o3

+O.30 Å},'O.02

+O.35 Å}.' O.08

•-O.06 Å} O.05

  '  -/-.- O.21 Å}. O.05

•- OL05 Å} O.10

 A4!Ao

   '-e.l6 + O.19

+O.02 Å}-O.15

+O.03 Å} O.14

-O.027Å}O.028

+O.21 Å} O;18

-O.03 Å} O.05

-P.17 Å} O.13

-- O.O8 Å} O.05

      '-O.04 Å} O.04
 '-e.o42Å}o.o2s

--o.oi Å} O•19

+O.13 Å} O.17

.O.03 Å} O.03

-o.ossÅ}o.o24

+O.Ol Å} O.03

+O.03 Å} O.02

.o.zl Å}.'o.ie

vO.I4 Å}.' Q.07

.O.03 Å} O.06

rO.14 Å} a.12
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Table L

  Ey
797.9 Å} O.2

811.0 Å} O.3

878.6 Å} O.2

882.4 Å} O.2

957.3 Å} O.2

969.l Å}' O.2

I031.9 Å} O.2

ll79.0 Å} O.3

i214.7 Å} O.3
l237:5 Å} O.3

t264.5 Å} Z.O

1307.5 Å} O.2

l407,7 Å} O.6•

i524.5 Å}' O.6

i646.8 Å}' O.6

l695.8 Å} l.O

1846.6 Å} O.6

     .
at 55e

(centinued)

   z    Y
  6.4 Å} O.5

 12.2 Å} O.8

  6.Z Å} O.9

 iOO.O Å} 5.i

36.4 Å} 1.8

iO.8 Å} O.7

9.3 Å} O.6

1.2 Å} O.3

2.6-Å} O.6

3.0 Å} O.5

Z.3 Å} O.5

4.7 Å} O.5

2' .O Å} ' O.4

2.2 Å}' O.4

2.2 Å} O.5
    '2.0 Å}' O.7

4.1 Å}• 'o.g

 --

  A2!Ao
+O.20 Å} O.05

+O.41 Å} O.05

-O.08 Å} O.03

+O.217Å}O.O18

-• O.339Å}O.O16

+O.30 Å}' O.04

+O,.24 Å} O.06

-O.l9 Å} O.24

+O.19 Å} O.08
  t
-ny O.34 Å}' O.05

-O.ll Å} O.20

-k O.25 Å} O.06

    '+O.09 Å} O.07

,•- O.O3 Å}' O.O9

.O.22 Å} O.10

-o.o2 Å}' O.10

  A4!Ao

'- O.11 Å} O.06

•- O.Z2 Å} O.e3

+o.o2 Å} o.o4

-O.051Å}O.021

+O.067Å}O.Ol8

-- O.13 Å} O.04

..O.06 Å} O.07

+O.37 Å} O.37

-- O.02 Å}. O.10

•hO.Oi Å} O.06

+O.26 Å} O.2.4

-O.06 Å} O.06

+O.i5 Å} O.09

."O.06 Å} O.11
l

-O.11 Å} O.11

.e.o2 Å} o.12

The relative intqnsxties were obtained from the y-ray spectrum

                         tt    to the bearn direction.
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Table 3

Matrix Eleinents and

<XNi Ql AeN,> 2 (frn")

B(E2) Values

Coulombexcitation      b>e .3.1.
g lj Moa)             2l<21," Q l( OO>l

k42 II Q ll 21>1i

l< 22 li Q )l 21> l2

l<02 ll Q ll 21>iZ

l<22 ll Q li oo> Ii

2180

6oee

5800

Å}

Å}

Å}

110

90O

l30

32 Å}7

   b)2180

7848

4362

 872

  ,o

B' (E'?"'1
tm 1-t-r

('p 2 ftr, - )

!v. .-". I
Coulon.h.    'avnl--.itv.l- -s" n"t- l." v .L w" e"..3.3

93NbC) B (E2

B(E2
B' IE2

B (E2

B(E2

B CE2

9/2 • 13/2)

9/2 ÅÄ ll/2)

9/2 ÅÄ 9/2)

9/2 ÅÄ 9/2t)

912 + 7/2)

912 • 5/2)

230

'i72

 26

 39
16 8

157

Å}

Å}

Å}

Å}

Å}

Å}

12

9

2

3

8

7

221

X90

158

l26

 95'

92zrd) B (E2 O + 2) e2 fm lt 790 Å}1 10

a) ref. 5) b) Expected vaiues of the

where use was made of the value l<21fitt

from,the Couiomb excitation. c) ref.

phonon model <eq.3.1)r

Q tn OO>I2 obtained

42) d) ref.32)
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